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RESPONSIBILITY

In view of the importance of the role the Portal
can play in the security industry, Onestop
Security Platform Pte Ltd is committed to
working closely with ENOVAX to create a
powerful security manpower solution portal
and help mitigate the acute labor shortage
problem, increase productivity and raise the
image of the security trade.
Onestop Security Platform Pte Ltd (OSP)’s
One-stop Security Manpower Portal is
now in an aggressive phase of revamp by a
dedicated team of IT experts from Enovax
Pte Ltd, the technology partner and largest
shareholder of this ambitious venture.
Leading the team is OSP Director Mr. Randy
Chua, a former security agency owner and
veteran in the security field with more than
20 years of domain knowledge of the security
and protection industry. He is assisted by
Colin Quek, General Manager, a former Police
Officer and Hotel Assistant Security Manager.
One year ago, OSP Portal started off as a
neutral platform to address the needs and
challenges faced in the private sector security
industry due to manpower shortages. Today,
our revamped OSP Portal is enhanced with
new features and greater capabilities, and
will work towards becoming a catalyst to
initiate changes for improvements with the
support of all stake holders. Going forward,
OSP Security Manpower Portal aspires to
be a platform to roll out initiatives and
programs (with the support/participation
of Government agencies and authorities
where possible) for upgrading of the security
industry in line with the Singapore’s aim to be
a global city of choice.
The long-term vision of OSP Security
Manpower Portal is to evolve into a
centralized & coordinated initiative to push
for reforms for all stakeholders to collectively
participate in changing the image and
standards of the security industry in
Singapore. The future road map is to address
the profile (image and perceptions) of the
security profession so as to bring about job
pride, dignity and career possibilities, apart
from raising the professional security bar
in support of Singapore’s aspiration to be
a “safe” global city for continued foreign
investments and trade.

Through our OSP Portal, Alex Chua secured a
job as Security Officer with a leading security
agency and one year later he was promoted
to Chief Security Officer (CSO). Deeply
grateful and pleased with the efficiency of
our OSP Portal, he wrote in to express his
sincere appreciation.

ENOVAX PROJECTS
ROUNDUP IN 2015

Nexia TS: PMS

“Another Eventful Year”
As Enovax Pte Ltd enters its sixth year
of operations in Singapore, the company
continues its efforts in delivering world-class
service amidst rising customers’ expectations
and fierce market competition.
Despite economic uncertainty ahead,
Enovax managed to have a healthy order
book for the first half of 2016. Looking back
in 2015, we are pleased that our team has
successfully delivered a strong line-up of
projects for many branded clients.

Here’s a quick look at our
representative works:

Practise Management System (PMS) is a
comprehensive ERP (Enterprise Resource
Planning) system which is fully developed
by ENOVAX and deployed successfully
at Nexia TS. Used by a few hundred staff
in Singapore, it is a single platform to
streamline the business processes, where all
the major business processes are managed
by the designed workflow to ensure proper
operational efficiency and increase company
productivity, including consolidation of all
key KPI of the performance of the staff and
individual department.

Sentosa Development
Corporation: XMob

Awarded by Sentosa for the XMob project
which transforms the whole tourist
experience via interactive information kiosk
and ticketing kiosk to allow Sentosa to
manage their manpower more efficiently.

ST Synthesis

Contract awarded by ST Synthesis to
develop the Singapore General Election
operation system. The system kept track and

consolidated the real time information of
the setup / dismantle of the polling system
island wide. This system allowed their staff
to update / retrieve the key information
promptly and efficiently, with comprehensive
reports to allow backend admin staff to
manage the progress of the setup promptly
and effectively.

Golden Village (GV)

HSBC Prepaid Card Enhancement
System allows HSBC Prepaid Card owner
utilize their prepaid card to purchase the
movie ticket online.
VisaCheckout
Our solution involves the Integration with
one of the world major payment gateway
solutions - VisaCheckout to enable cinema
patrons to purchase ticket easily via the new
payment mode in GV.
DBS - Golden Village iCard
One of the first in Singapore to introduce the
eWallet facility to provide patrons with an
alternative & new option to purchase movie
tickets easily. This is a complete solution to
allow patrons to check the balance / top up
the money into the eWallet by using DBS
credit card and purchase movie ticket in GV,
a collaboration between DBS and Golden
Village. ENOVAX is the key technology
partner to facilitate and provide the solution
for this collaboration.

Certis CISCO : eACS

Sentosa Fun Finder

Contract awarded by Certis CISCO to provide
customized attendance monitoring/tracking
of Marshalls at FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX
2015 deployed at the Marina Bay circuit.
This mobile application allows supervisor to
work under offline mode and synchronize
the data back to server when it goes online.
Application is also designed with intelligent
feature to automatically store records in the
mobile device when no internet connection
is detected.

ENOVAX was entrusted with the contract to
develop an interactive “add on” feature (FUN
FINDER) to further enhance Sentosa’s first
B2C online ticketing portal’s capabilities. With
Sentosa FUN FINDER, visitors are now able
to enjoy recommendations from a selection
of more than 20 attractions on the island to
suit the visitor’s area of interest via a dynamic
back-end configuration solution developed
by our company. This greatly deepens the
visitor’s experience and enjoyment.

Certis CISCO : Cashpoint+

Teckwah

Successfully implemented the CASHPOINT+
kiosk system for Certis CISCO. This is a F&B
kiosk system which provides a comprehensive
food ordering system and is fully integrated
with the cash & coin machine.

Kando F&B Platform (NEC)

A F&B system that allows restaurant owners
to manage their restaurants’ menu, and
generate transaction reports. This system is
designed to support foods & drinks ordering
from Kiosk Application, Mobile Application,
website & KDS (Kitchen Display System).

Awarded by Teckwah to develop an online
loyalty engine for one of their key clients Wyeth Singapore. This is a complete online
loyalty program to allow customer upload
the receipt and capture the loyalty points.
The redemption engine also enable customer
to perform the redemption online. ENOVAX
also developed a comprehensive backend
module to facilitate the admin in generating
key dynamic reports or perform operational
support to the customer related to loyalty
points.

XMOB SUCCESSFULLY
DELIVERED TO
SENTOSA

As more customers entrust ENOVAX with
their IT enterprise solutions contracts,
ENOVAX now makes it point to continuously
increase its service delivery standards to
meet varying business obligations.
Recently, ENOVAX successfully developed
and delivered the XMob project to Sentosa
Development Corporation (SCD), which
helps to transform the user experience in a
hassle-free and more interactive way. XMob
comprises of 2 key components, 42 inch
of Browsing screen to provide interactive
information to the tourist and Ticketing kiosk
to facilitate the easy purchase of tickets by
tourists and visitors.
The Ticketing kiosk supports multiple
cashless payment (credit card, NETS,
FlashPay, PayWave) and ENOVAX provides
a comprehensive administration module at
the backend for the administrator to manage
the contents and ticketing information.
XMob helps Sentosa to enhance efficiency in
manpower resource management, facilitates
the purchasing experience and process,
resulting in increased customer satisfaction.

A SATISFIED CUSTOMER - NEC

“Kando” is specially designed to support foods & drinks ordering
from Kiosk Application, Mobile Application, Website & KDS (Kitchen
Display System).
With more IT applications in life-style and entertainment industry,
it becomes increasingly common to see all sorts of technological
innovations which makes it more convenient for consumers in the
market place. The F&B sector is one beneficiary of IT advancement.
Riding the kiosk & mobile friendly wave, NEC awarded ENOVAX with
an exciting contract to develop a F&B system, “Kando” that allows
restaurant owners to manage their restaurants’ menu, generate
transaction reports and improve manpower and operational
efficiency.

Pleased with our performance, commitment and domain knowledge,
NEC is partnering and awarding ENOVAX with more multi-million
dollars projects. This adds creditability to the ENOVAX brand and
positions the company well in ENOVAX’s growth and expansion
plans.

OSP MARKETING COLLATERALS

As Onestop Security Platform Pte Ltd (OSP)
escalates to the next level of development,
it becomes necessary for the company to
showcase its capabilities and business scope
through well conceived marketing materials.
In this respect, we have produced a series
of collaterals, from corporate brochure,
marketing flyers, and posters to pull-up
banner and website amongst others.
Concerted efforts are being made to
promote the OSP security manpower portal
to relevant stakeholders, including security
agencies (SAS & ACSA), security service
buyers, Government agencies, training
schools, etc.
OSP Portal is fully supported by its associate
company Enovax Pte Ltd (also the single
largest shareholder of OSP) which leverages
on its extensive IT domain knowledge and
technology to empower OSP’s capabilities
in providing a more holistic array of security
manpower solutions.

OSP Portal

OSP Poster

OSP Pull-up Banner

OSP Flyer

ENOVAX STAFF
PROMOTIONS
Recognizing and acknowledging top
performers is an on-going human resource
development exercise to build a dynamic
team in ENOVAX.
In this connection,
Management is pleased to announce the
following promotions with effect from 1
January 2016:

JENSEN BRYAN S. CHING

STEVE CHONG KEAN HAW

29 year old Filipino Jensen Ching is
promoted to Assistant Manager from
Senior Software Consultant. A graduate
from De La Salle University, Manila with a
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
(specialization in software Technology),
Jensen was the proud recipient of his
University’s Star Scholarship in 2005 &
2006.

Steve Chong, 33, became a member
of the ENOVAX family in August 2012.
A holder of an Advanced Diploma in
Computer Science from Singapore
Informatics, he has more some 12
years of IT experience with intimate
domain knowledge of algorithms,
development and architecture pattern,
web technologies, amongst others.
Steve Chong is promoted to Assistant
Manager from his last position of Senior
Software Consultant.

Jensen joined ENOVAX in April 2012 and
has extensive experience in enterprise
web application and mobile app
development and is highly adaptable
and reliable in delivery of consistent
quality work, even under very tight
project schedules.

FANDY SUTRISNO

WU PEI PEI

Armed with a Bachelor of Science
Degree in Information System from
Bina Nusantara University in Jakarta,
Indonesia, Fandy Sutrisno is effectively
tri-lingual in English, Bahasa Indonesia
and Mandarin. He first started work as an
Application Analyst in May 2006 with P.T.
Warna Bintang Kreasi in Jakarta where he
remained till December 2010.

Hailing from Nantong China, Wu Pei Pei
joined Enovax in January 2012 as Web
Designer after gaining 2 years of working
experience as Web Designer/Assistant to
Project Manager in Suzhou Tong Cheng
Tourism Network Science & Technology
Co., Ltd.

Fandy later came to Singapore and
worked as a Project Manager/Business
Analyst with Enterprise Advanced
System Intelligence where he specialized
in gathering, gap analysis, solution
and architecture design for POS and
inventory management projects. Fandy
joined ENOVAX in December 2013 as
Business Analyst and is promoted to
Assistant Manager.

Pei Pei graduated from Nanjing University
of Posts and Telecommunications in 2009
with a Bachelor of Computer Science
and Technology. She is a highly creative,
conscientious staff with positive attitude
and willingness to learn new skills. Pei
Pei is promoted to Senior Graphic
Designer.

Company ACTIVITIES
CHRISTMAS
@ ENOVAX

“LO HEI” TO
WELCOME 2016

BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATIONS

In line with our corporate culture of
promoting staff interaction, Christmas
was celebrated with a twist on Friday, 18
December 2015. Apart from the sumptuous
buffet spread of roasted turkey, honey-glace
ham and Asian delights, we also celebrated
3 employees’ birthdays where our CEO Erwin
Foo charmed the trio and all staff with his
violin music. Bonding games were also
played to add to the festive cheer and joy.

To welcome the “Year of the Golden Monkey”
and a bountiful year, a traditional “Yu Shen”
(Tossing of Raw Fish Salad for good luck)
luncheon was held on 22 February 2016.
Staff were treated to a 9-course Chinese
Lunch to mark the advent of another year of
prosperity.

Staff birthdays are also celebrated to
demonstrate that ENOVAX takes pride in
its staff welfare program. A birthday cake
is always specially ordered to signify the
occasion with all participating in the singing
and cake cutting ceremony.
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